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For ……. to arise , the defendant  must have committed the actus reus while , at the same time,

having formed the required mens rea.

criminal act Liability coincidence criminal state

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The  defendant argues  that at that time  of committing  the  actus  reus he had  no  conscious ,

voluntary control  over this actions ,he was  acting as ……….

self defence incapacity duress automaton

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

…………….is designed to cover  those situations where , because of mental infirmity.

mistake non-insane disease insanity

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A person may  have a defence where they can show they where forced to commit the crime,

because of threats  made to them by another person .what is this defence?

self-defence undue influence duress necessity 

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

.......is Placing another in fear of immediate and unlawful personal violence.

assault murder pressure duress

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The criminal damage or aggravated criminal damage caused by fire is regarded as…......

cospiracy incitment arson attempt

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

....is The provision of material assistance to the principal at the time the offence is  committed.

counselling procuring aiding assesment

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

…………..is someone who enters the building or part of a building without permission or authority

defendant waiter destroyer trespasser

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Children under 10 years of age not criminally ………for their ac#ons.

holder responsible legal owner

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

…….. is theft with violence or the threat of violence.

deception robbery rape burglary

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Where a person is faced with a violent ,unlawful or indecent assault ,he may be justified in using

force in ………..to repel that assault.

making off robbery steal self-defense

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

……… is a common agreement between two or more persons having for it's  object  the death  of

all them.

suicide pact manslaughter unlawful act conspiracy

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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This is where punishment is intended to discourage further crime.

custodial sentences deterrence

promptness anti-social

13-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The severity of the punishment  should be ...…..to the gravity of the offence.

publicity efficient proportionate detection

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The actus reus of murder contains three elements of a crime.Which one is not one of them?

without the person's consent conduct

consequence circumstance

15-

1. 2.

3. 4.

It apply where a criminal act directed at one person or item of property results , in fact ,injury ,

loss or damage to another person or item of property.The sentence refers to.........

strict liability nature of the offence

transferred malice public interest offence

16-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The actus reus of secondary participation is:

aiding abetting counseling all of them

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

…………… means to instigate the commission of a crime through advice, encouragement ,

persuasion or compulsion.

attempt incitement participation conspiracy

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Those who commit the actus reus of an offence are referred to as the ……………

secondary offenders  counselors

abettors principal offenders

19-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is the meaning of "automatism"?

���� ���� 	
�� � ������
 �

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the meaning of "gross"? 

����� ���� �� ���� ������ ������

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the meaning of "rehabilitation"?

����
 �� �� !" #� !$�� �% �&� �!'� �

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the meaning of"diminished responsibility ”?

���(% ��)�*�� +,--.� ��)�*�� /�� ��)��� ����� ��)�*��

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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offenceprovocationmurderjustification

24
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-

....
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premeditationimpliedgrevieous inten�on

25
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duressrepelnecessitythreat
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causedetentionmoralmistake

27
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....

" Liability " means :

operate nature responsibility commission

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

" status" means:

circumstance requirement presumption factor

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

" injury " means: 

conduct risk death harm

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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